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CONTENTS Another evolution of IP technology led by Visionhitech!!

 
   - 2MP New Entry Series IPC
   - 2MP Ultra-Low light & Color IR series
   - 2MP STARLUX Series IPC  (2Q,2016)
   - 3MP Ultra-Low light Series IPC
   - NVR

   - 720p AHD (AHD 1.0) Camera
   - 1080p AHD (AHD 2.0) Camera
   - 1080p TVI (30fps) Camera
   - 1080p TVI (60fps) Camera
   - AHD DVR
   - TVI DVR

   - 2MP Ultra-Low light HD(EX) SDI Camera
   - 2MP FHD High performance HD SDI Camera
   - HYBRID DVR



The most powerful IPC platform in global launched in 2016

- Smart Defog - Privacy zone Masking- 3D/2D DNR (Noise Reduction)

- TAMPER ALARM

- Long and Clear night time Visibility by 
  Highpower LED

- Enhanced WDR

Another evolution of IP technology led by Visionhitech!!

 � Adopted Ultra -low illuminance BIS sensor (Back-illuminated pixel technology )
 ��Triple streaming: 3MP@30fps+VGA@30fps+VGA@30fps
 ��Color Image under the 0.1Lux.
 ���Object Based Motion Detection (Improved noise filtering)
 ���Patent technology : SMART FOCUS
 �� Improved High Power LED with wide angle. (Extended product lifespan)
 ���Corridor View (H.264)
 ���LDC(Lens Distortion Correction)
 ���Tamper Alarm (Scene change detection, Masking and defocus alarm)
 ���Zero Configuration (Supported Apple Bonjour, Link-Local address)
 ���Surge protection (4KV)

Ultra -low illuminance BIS sensor (Back-illuminated pixel technology  provides higher sensitivity)

The sensitivity performance has been 
extended from the visible light range 
to include the near-infrared range to 
support filming at night, which is 
essential for surveillance camera use.
Back-illuminated CMOS image sensor 
with improved sensitivity and noise 
reduction 

– The key factors to enhancing image quality, while radically realigning their fundamental pixel structure from 
   front-illumination to back-illumination. 
   It has retained the advantages of CMOS image sensors such as low power consumption and high-speed operation.

- TAMPER ALARM

- CORRIDOR VIEW



Another evolution of IP technology led by Visionhitech!!

Object based Motion detection

Triple streaming in real-time for Live-view, Record and Alarm

Comparison of illuminance

Color image under 1Lux

- Conventional (pixel based)motion detection Often a small 
   contrast or noise between objects and background lead 
   to high false rates and missed detections

- Object based motion detection, It leads to accurate 
   object detection and secure high storage capacity by 
   specific object-based algorithm.

Conventional Sony Sensor

Supports greatly enhanced low light capability with BIS technology adopted.

- Camera stays in color mode until the brightness comes down to under 1Lux, greatly improving object 
   recognition capability for most of night time city surveillance environments.

- Extends IR life far longer than conventional cameras by turning IR on/off at 1Lux / 3Lux.

Supports truly fast triple video transmission streaming to all locations at the same time

- Real-time Live video monitoring in VGA video@30fps to the monitoring center
- Real-time Recording in 3MP video@30fps to the storage center
- Real-time event push in VGA video@30fps to mobile

3 Lux 0.1 Lux

New XR Series IP sensor Conventional Sony Sensor New XR Series IP sensor

 Higher Speed with Column-parallel A/D Conversion and Reducing Noise

The key to increased speed of Sony's 
CMOS Image Sensor Exmor can be 
found in parallel signal processing. 
CMOS image sensors have 
analog-digital(A/D) conversion circuits 
that convert analog pixel signals into 
digital signals(Figure 1). 
Speed is increased by arranging 
thousands of these circuits in a 
horizontal array and allowing them to 
operate simultaneously.

The A/D conversion circuits used in
Sony's CMOS image sensors have 
important characteristics, including the 
reduced size of the analog circuits in 
which noise is created, and automatic 
noise cancellation.
This circuit design enables noise reduction to be combined with enhanced speed.
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Add on values over conventional HD cameras with Visionhitech's 
TVI technologies

One place has them all

Remarkable features on Visionhitech's TVI DVR
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One place has them all
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Advanced Ultra Low light HD-SDI / EX-SDI Camera
New  S54E series Common features

Full HD High performance HD-SDI Camera
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SFHD2 Series



One place has them all


